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we have

lp{(aj).(b j))= Rcs(f_ -tg -+ - - g - -t f -+-).
z-o
W"'O

Pulling back the cocyclc IJl via cP.. wc get a cocycle 4J:(IJ') on fZF which works out to
~ .

J

~\=[~",,!2J,i)

ii) QI~ .. is the trivial extension.

Using thc inclusion Q , c... ~ we can construct an extension of thc langenl bundlc
T(':;-g_ I) whosc fiber ~~I x is ?!ßj!7r Thus dualizing and passing lü eohomology
c1asses wc get JI. .

fi'l: c...~.

For this we use the following two facts:

to an inclusion

o-a:-~~~-o

we can Iift canonically the indusion

!i''" =: KerP9.'" 4 !:2

is surjective.
From this one gets that the tangent bundle T(.1lg ) (respectivcly 1'(':;,,_1)) is

canonically a quotient ofthe trivial bundle .1/, x d (rcspcctively Yg _ I X Q). Similar
results have been obtained in [BMS].

This allows us to deline a canonical homomorphism

Jl: H 2(!2')-1J 1(D!J._.)= Ext I (.:Y"..J._ 1, (!J.J. r J
(thc case of j/~ is analogous). The definition of JI is as füllows. Givcn a central
extension

Motluli Spaccs or Curvcs amI Reprcscntalion TlJcory

Furthermore, we construct an infinite dimensional complcx manifold .i//I
which is a moduli spacc of tri pies (C, P, z), whcrc z is a local parameter at p. Finally,
we construct another inlinite dimensional complcx manifold :J;. parametrizing
qu int upies (C. P, z, L, [4J]), whcre C, p, zo, Lare as abovc, rP is a local trivializaLion of
L at P and [4J] is the dass of 4J modulo non-zero multiplicative constants. Of
coursc, we havc natural projcctions

jt; - .. /1, , j/g-.ß; , :J;. - y,," .

The first projection induces an isomorphism in sccond cohomology [actually,
Harer, Ann. Math. 121, 215-249 (1985), has proven that .,//; has the same
cohomology as ",Hf for g largc], the remaining two are homotopy equivalcnccs.

By using the Kodaira·Spencer defonnation theory on the infinite dimensional
manifolds ]/, and #/1_1 we get natural Lic algebra homomorphisms

d-Vect(.}/i ),

91- Yect(ß",_ d.

where d and gare suitable analytic analogucs of dF and 0/· in which dF and ~,.. are
dcnse. Thc above homomorphisms have tllc properlY that for el/ery XE J/fJ
(respcl.:ti ....c1y #g _I) the evaluation mal'

Pd,,,,: d- T",(J/g) (p~.",: 01- T.(~-d)

E. Arbardlo. C. Oe Condni. V. Kac. and C. Procesi

C
1
{AJ={6n l -6n+ l)cI(A I ). (O.2)

One oflhe main objeclives ofthe preseot paper is to explain Ihe coincidence of(O.I)
and (0.2). In order to achieve this it is therefore of central importance to us to find a
relationship between extensions of our Lie algebras and line bundles on moduli

spaces.
Let us brießy introducc: the moduli spaces involved in our construction. First of

allthe moduli sp;Jce viii of smooth curves of genus g, then the moduli spaee .//; of
triplcs (C,p, v) when Cis a genus g Riemann surfaee, p a point on C, and I' a non·
zero wogent vector to C at p. We also consider thc moduli space !:F." of quadrupks
(C.p.I,.L), where L is a dcgrce 11 !inc bu~dle on C ami (C,p,IJ)EvI{;.

.J •

cP:(Ip)(dj.dk)= -Oj.-k J;J (6'1 2 -6"+ 1),

4J:( lp)(zJ, 1-) = b}. - k j,

4J:(lp)(zJ,dd= - 0i. -k(ll- !)j(j -I).

Restricting to df we get cocyclcs e:(lp) which satisfy the relation

e:(tp)=(6n 1
- 6n + 1)Qö(IJ'), (0.1)

Recall that the cohomology dass of (lö( IJ') generates H 2(d
F
, «r)~ <L; a kss wdl

known fact is that H 1(f6F, CL)::;;. ([].
On the other hand, let 7[: (C -S be a family of genus g compact Kiemann

surfaces and let w~/S be the relative dualizing sheaf of 7[. Denote by A.. the
dctcrminanl line bundle of w~·'S on S. Then, as observed by Mumford [Mu], the
Grothendieck..Ricmann-Roch theorem for the family 7[ gives lhe following relation

between Chern dasses:

One has the following 2-eocyde on a~~, [KP, DJKM]:

{
JP(Ejj,EJi)=-lp(EJj,E;)=1 if j~~, />0
tp(E

IP
E,J = 0 otherwlse,

whose cohomology dass generates H:OlU(a~, cL)~ «r.
Another way of expressing this cocycle is the following. Given (al}) E a~" write

f(z, w)= Lai~f-Iw-J and let .

f- ... = L al/-1w-}, f-t - = L al/- 1w- J

I.:jO j> 0
}>O J~O

80th f ... _ and f- + are polynomials, and given

g= Lbl/-1W-}, (bj)Ea~,
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MODULI OF HYPER--KÄHLERIAN MANIFOLDS 11.

(TORELLI PROBLEM)

ANDREY N. TODOROV

INTRODUCTION.

This is tbe second part of the artiele

"MODULI OF HYPER--KÄHLERIAN MANIFOLDS T".

In this part we will prove Torelli type theorem for ALGEBRAIC HYPER-KÄHLERIAN

MANIFOLDS. We will use the same notations as in the first part. Narnely we partially

comactify the moduli spacc of marked polarized Hyper-Kählerian manifolds. Then we prove

that the period map ia a proper 8urjective aod etale. Since tbe period dornain is sirnply

connected we deduce that tbe period rnap has degree oue on each cornponent of the moduli

space.

The content of this articles is exactly that of #4 announced in

"MODULI OF HYPER--KÄHLERIAN MANIFOLDS I".

The partial cornpactification that we propose here has a elose resern blence with the article

of D. Morrison. See [8].
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#4. TORELLI PROBLEM FOR ALGEBRAIC HYPER-KÄHLERIAN MANIFOLDS.

THEOREM 3. Let

be one of the eomponents of tbe universal family of marked Hypcr-Kählerian manifolds with

fixed class of polarization

LEH2(X,Z)nH1,1 (X t ,R)

für every tE !Dl(L' )
'''Yl''''''Yb2

such that

A)

and for aU

~L

!
!D1

(L;"Yl, .. ,"Yb
2

) .

C ~L

1

c!i»
(L;"Yl''',''Yb )

2

Wi(t)=Xt ia birationally isomorphie to a nonaingular IIyper-Kählerian manifold, even more

for eaeh tE!D1(L' )' X t ia embedded in pN, where N is fixed.
l"Yl''''"Yb2

B) The period map P:ml(L' ) --+f2(L) ean be prolonged to a biholomorphie isomorphism:
l"Yl''',''Yb2

PROOF: We will prove A) & B) simultaniously. The proof of THEOREM 3 ia based on

THEOREM 1.

LEMMA 4.1. There exists a family t L --+m1(L' ) Buch that
l"Yl· .. ,"Yb

2

a)

page
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b) Tbe period map p:[Jl( . ) -d1(L) can be prolonged to a surjective holomorphic map
L'''Y!'··''b2

PROOF:

Let HL d~f {uEP(H2(X,Z)~C)1 <u,L>=O} and let $--I>~ be the Kuranishi family

of same Hyper-Kählerian manifold X. From loeal ToreIli Theorem it follows that we may

suppose that

Xc nc P( H2 (X,Z)~C)

Let

%L=HLn%

The restrietion of $--I>~ to %L we will denote by

(*) $L --I>$L

So (*) will be the loca.I universal deformations of all Hyper-Kählcrian manifolds for which L is

a class of type (1,1) on eaeh fibre of (*). This fact follows since

<wu(2,O),L>=O<=>L is of type (1,1).

Notiec that in #3 we demanded that L to be the dass of an imaginary part of a Hodge

metrie, whieh is mueh stronger eondition than L to be just of type (1,1).

From Lemma 3.1. it follows that we ean glue all families

{$L --I>%L}

by identifying isomorphie marked Hyper-Kählerian manifolds for whieh L is a dass of type

(1,1), so we get familiy

~L

!

and all its fibres are non-singular manifolds. Loeal ToreIli Theorem teils UB that

is an btale map.
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Prooe oe the surjcetivity oe p:

In the proof of Tcorem 1 we used the fact that

l1(L)\p(!ID(L;'Yl""'Yb »)=V'
2

where V' is a countable union of analytie subsets.(See 2.5.5.4.).

Let D be a disk in l1(L) such that DnV'={o}={one point}. We suppose that

D*=D\{o}CIDl
(L;'Yl.··."b2)

From the arguments in #2.6. it follows that over D* we have a family $* -D* that fulfilla the

eonditions of THEOREM 1. and so is eontained in a· family $-D, where all fibres are non

Ijlingular manifolds. Clearly for 1r-
1(0)=Xo L will be a class of type (1,1). This and the way we

eonstructed

proves that p is surjective.

REMARK. Mukai's elementary transformations

i -!D1
L (L;'Yl, ..• 'Yb)

2

Q.E.D.

defines on !in(L' ) a non-HouBsdorf topology, sinee over the disk D we ean have
,'Yl''','Yb2

two ramilies $-D & 9J-D such that they are not isomorphie but over D*=D\{o} are

isomorphie. (See [7].)

\Ve will construct a. new family

~ -!in
L (L;'Yl''','Yb )

2

such that it induees a Haussclorf topology on IDl(L' r
,1'1· .. ,'Yb

2

LEMMA 4.2. Let $L - UL ~e the family construeted in LEMMA 4.1., where TI L C,;;nHL is a

polycylinder, then there exists a holomorphic map

~L:g;L _pNxUL

! !
UL - UL

such that:

page
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A) Let UL ={tet'JLli-1(t)=Xt be such that L corresponds to a ehern dass of a very ample

divisor on X t } and let $L -+ UL he the reatriction of the family $L -+ TI L to UL' then if if>L is

the restrition of ~L to the family g; L -+ UL' tP gives an em bed ding:

tPL: $LCPNxUL

! !
U L == U L

B) for vtevL\UL~Llx =<Pt is a holomorphic and birational map.
t

Proof: Let me remind YOll that in #2.5. we bave proved that

where V' ia a cou ntable union of an alytic su bsets. So we m ay suppose t hat 'fJ L\ UL =..A. is

analytic su hset in TI L'

The following Proposition holds:

Proposition 4.2.1. There exists an embedding:

tPL:$LCpNxUL

! 1

U L == UL
Proof of 4.2.1.:

Let {Vi} be a covering of UL by polycilinders. Sinee ViCXL=XnHL, where 9{; ia the

Kuranishi space, then it is a weIl known fact that

U. C Hilb N (See 2.5.)
1 X/P

Le. Ui ia a polycilinder of maximal dimension transversal to the orbits of tbe action of

G/Go on Hilb N' (See [6])
X/P

Since the group of the automorphisms of an algebraic Hyper-Kählerian manifold X that

preserve the polarization dass L is finite, it follows that all the orbits have one and the same

dimension. All these are standart facts. (See [6).) So this loeal slice exists. From tbis fact and

the fact that we know that we have a family over Hilb N' Le.
X/P

ID C Hilb NxpN
X/P

1 1
Hilb N = Hilb N' (See [SGAl·)

X/P X/P
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Q.E.D.

We may suppose that U. CHilb N ' then it follows that we have:
I X/P

N$. CU.xp
I I

! !
U· == U·I I

From here and the fact that

{U i} is a covering of UL

we obtain that we have the following embedding

iPL:ffiLCULxpN

! !
UL == UL

So 4.2.1. is proved.

Q.E.D.

Cor. 4.2.1.a. Over $L there exists a relatively very ample line bundle L such that

cl(Llx )=L
. t

and

Cor. 4.2.1.b.

We may suppose that U L C Hilb N' may be after shrinking the polycylinder TI L'
X/P

Proof of Cor. 4.2.l.a.: This is astandart fact from Aigebraic Geometry. (See [6].)

Q.E.D.

Proof of Cor. 4.2.1.b.:

From the universal properties of the family

(t-+IIilb N
X/P

it follows from 4.2.1.a. that t here exists a map i: UL -+ Hilb N'
X/P

From the Proof of 4.2.1. it follows that i is 10caHy an em bedding. From the construction

of UL' Le. from the fact that UL C%, where % ia the Kuranishi space, we get that aH the

points of $ corresponds to non-isomorphic Hypcr-Kählcrian manifolds, so from here aod the

definition of Hilb N 4.2.1.b. follows directly.
X/P
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BubBet in X.

Proposition 4.2.2.

The relative ample line bundle Lover $L -+ UL ean be prolonged to a line bundle lover the

family $L -+ ULaueh that et(Llx )=L for every teUL ·
t

Proof:: From 4.2.1. we know that we have the following embedding:

$LCULxpN

1 1
ULc UL

and that thia embedding is given by the relative ample aheaf L on $L.

Let u(t)er($L,L) & tEULand Ht be the zeroes of u(t) on eaeh XtCpNi.e. Ht is a divisor

on X t .

\Ve will need the following Sublemma 4.2.2.a.

Sublemma 4.2.2.a. Let {tn } be a s~quenee of points sueh that

a) t n eUL

b) tim tn=o, where oevL \U L. Then tim Ht=Ho exiats, where Ho ia a divisor on X o and
11-+0 tu-+o

(Ho]=L* in H4n _ 2 (X,Z)

where L* ia the Poincare dual dass of L.

Proof of 4.2.2.a.:

We will use the following THEOREM of Bishop:

THEOREM (Bishop). Let X be a eomplex manifold and let {Yn} be a family of eomplex

analytie Bubsets in X, let on X there exists a hermitian metrie {h -ß} sueh that with respect
0',

to this metrie for eaeh n

Vol(Yn) <C(eonstant),

then we ean find a subseqenee {tnk } sueh that tim Ynk=Y0 exists as a complex anaJytie
n k -+00

Proof: See [2]. Q.E.D.

First we will eonstruet the so ealled Harvey-Lawson metrie.

Definition. Let X be a compaet eomplex manifolds and let (h -ß) be a Hermitian metrie on X.
0',

Then (h -ß) we will eall a Harvcy-Lawson metric if there exists a form of type (1,0)
10 fi,

0" such that

dca 1,0 1,1 8 1,1) ° (h) 1,1
Cl' +w + 0' =, where Im -ß =w

0',
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In the Apendix we will prove the following THEOREM:

THEOREM .. Let X he a eompact eomplex manifold such that:

A) dimCH2(X,c'X)=1

B) On X there exista a closed non-degenerate holomorphie two form

Then on X exists a Harvey-Lawson metric.

Also in the Apendix we prove that the form

a 1,0+ 1,1+-=-0:8 1,
Cl' W 0' =w

defines a non zero dass of cohomology [w] in H2(X,R).

Using these two results we ean eonclude that on the family

$L~ÜL

there exists a relative Harvey-Lawson metric, Le.on eaeh fihre there exists a dosed real form

wt such that w~,l is strictly positive at eaeh point of every fihre Xt ' where w;,l is tbe (1,1)

component of w. Wt depends on COO manner on t. Now using this relative Harvey-Lawson

metric and the sta.ndart metric on the polycylinder we will get ametrie whieh will fulfill the

conditions of Bishop's Theorem, indeed it is easy to see that

Vol(H t )=< 1\ 2n-l[w~,l],Cl(Llx »=J 1\2n-l[w~,1]Ael (Ll x )~< A2n-l[wt ],L>
t t

X

so Vol(H t ) ia a bounded function on UL, SO Sublemma 4.2.2.a.is proved. Q.E.D.

From Sublemma 4.2.2.a. Proposition 4.2.2. follows immediately. Since each divisor on a

eomplex eompaet manifold defines a line bundle. Q.E.D.

Proposition 4.2.3. The line bundle I gives a holomorphic map g:

$L ~pNxUL

1 !
UL = UL

Proof: If we prove that for any point OE$L there exisits a seetion

l1Er($L,1·)

such that

0'(0)#0

tben Proposition 4.2.3. will be proved.

Ir oEg;L' then Proposition 4.2.3. was proved in 4.2.1., so we may suppose that

oEX t , where tEU L \U L .
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Sublemma 4.2.3.1. Let 0 be any point on $L such that oEXt , where tEU L \UL then there

exists 0' Ef($L ,1) such that 0'(0) #: O.

Proof: From Cor. 4.2.1.b. we know that

ULCHilb N
X/P

so we conclude that

where Hilb N is a projective variety, Le. the component of the Hilbert scheme
X/P

that contains ULand U L is a polycylynder such that UL\ UL is a complex analytic set See

(#2.5.).

We know from [SGA] that

1) Hilb N is a projeetive variety
X/P

2) There exists a universal family

ID C pNxHil6 N
X/P

! !
Hilb N=Hilb N

XjP XjP

(See [SGA).)

So from these general results it follows that we have a family over TI L' CU -+ TIL such

that

CUc ULxpN

! !
UL == UL

SO over CU we have a relative ample line bundle I such that I restricted to the family

$L -+U L
is just L. From the definition of the point 0, Le.

OEXt where tEUL \U L
and the fact that UL \ U L ia a complex analytic su bset in the polycylinder UL it follows that

there exists a sequence of points {xn} E$L such that
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Q.E.D.

n!l.mooxn=oext & teU L\U L
Even more it is easy to see that we can chose {xn} in such way that in <ij we have

lim xn=Yoecvn--+oo

Since the lioe bundle I is a relatively very ample line bundle we can find

uer(9j,L) & u(Yo):pO

Let u be the restrietion of U on $L' From Bishop's Theorem we know that we can

continue uer($L,L) to a section Ö'er($L,l).

From the definitions of

u, u and iT

and thc definition of a section of a vector bundle we get that

lim u(xn)= lim u(xn)= lim iT(xn)=u(yo):pOn --+ 00 n --+ 00 n --+ 00

So Proposition 4.2.3. ia proved.

Proposition 4.2.4.

Let X be a Hyper-Kählerian manifold such that on X there exists aHne bundle L such that L

clefines a holomorphic map I'/J L :X--+pN such that

dimcI'/JL (X)=dimCX

h L 03(2n-1) d fl h I h' b 't en e mes a oomorp lC irational map. 2n=dlmCX.

Proof: Since

dimc~L (X)=dim CX=2n

we can apply Bcrtinni's Theorem, which says that for generic

uer(X,L)

tbe divisor of u (u)=Ho on X is a non-singular subvariety. (See [6].)

Repeating these arguments 2n-1 times we will get a non-singular curve

C=Hon, ..nII2n_l cX

From the adjunction formula we get that

L 03(2n-l)IC=3K
C

where KC is the canonical divisor Oll C. Since 3KC gives an embedding
ccp5g(C)-4

we will get that 4>L has degree 1. So 4.2.4. is proved. Q.E.D.

From 4.2.4. it follows that Lemma 4.2. is proved. Q.E.D.
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# 4.3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE FAMILY:

Proposition 4.3.1. On the family

i L --. IDi
(Li1' l t"'1'b

2
)

there exists a line bundle 1 Buch that

a) it gives a holomorphic map 4>:

--.

IDi ==
(Lj1'l ""1'b

2
)

h) The restrietion of 4> on ~L -dIn(L. ) gives an embedding, Le.
'1'l, .. ,1'b

2

~L

!

birationa.l map on its image in pN.

Proof: Proposition 4.3.1. follows directly from Lemma. 4.2. by glueing the line

bundles 1 on all families {$L --.UL}

Q.E.D.

we will call Tbe partial compa.ctification of tbc universal family of marked Hyper-Kählerian

manifolds
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induces on

Proposition 4.3.3. The family

7rL:"fL _IDl(
Li"Yl,··,"Yb

2
)

a Hausdorff topology.

Proof: 'Ve need to prove the following Sublemma 4.3.3.1. from which 4.3.3. follows directly.

Sublemma 4.3.3.1. Let

$L -U and 9.1 L -U

be two families of markcd Hyper-Kählerian manifolds over the polycylinder U as a parameter

space so that both are diffeomorphically identified with a trivial family UxX and they have the

following properties:

a) All the fibres of both families are non-singular manifolds.

b) For each fibre in both families L is a dass of cohomology of type (1,1), where LEH2(X,Z) is

a fixed dass of cohomology

c) There exists an open and everywhere dense subset U O cU such that the restrictions of tbe

families

$L -U and ClJ L -U,

$0 _Uo 9.10 _Uo
L L

are isomorphie aa families of marked polarizcd Hyper-Kählcrian manifolds and for each fibre in

both families over UO
, L is a ehern dass of a very ample line bundle on this fibre.

Then for each tE U\ U0 there exists abirational m ap

<Pt:Xt-Yt

Buch that

(tPt)*( Lt)=Lt
where Lt is thc line bundle that corresponds to the dass L in both X t and Yt.

Remarks.

a) The existence of the line bundle L t on both Xt and Yt is proved in (4.2.2.)

b) For each tEUO we have a biholomorphic map

tPt:Xt- Y t

which preserve both the marking and the polarization class L. From here and using the COO

trivializatioDs of the both families we condude that
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(4)t)*: H2(X,l) - H2(X,Z)

is just the identity map, Le. (4)t)*=id

Proof oe 4.3.3.1.:

Minilemma 4.3.3.1.a.

Let {tn} be a sequence of points such that

a) t n EUo

b) lim tn=toEU\Uo
n-oo

For tE UO let r teXtxYt be the graph of the biholomorp hic map between

4>t:Xt - Yt

stated in condition c) of 4.3.3.1., i.e. 4>t preserve the marking and the polarization dass.

Then

lim r t =rtn-oo n 0

exists as complex analytic subset in XtoxYto .

Proof: From the THEOREM proved in the Appendix we know that on both Xto and Yto
there exist two d closed real two forms

WYo aod w Xo
such that their (1,1) components

Wy (1,1) aod Wx (1,1)
o 0

with respect to the complex structures

X to aod Yto
are positive definite at every point. '

By continuity arguments we may suppose that both (1,1) components of Wx (t) and
. 0

Wy (t), Wy (1,1)(t) and Wx (l,l)(t)
000

are positive definite at every point of Xt and

Yt for aB tED.

Let TI be a positive definite (1,1)-form on U. The collection of (1,1) forms

fJ, Wy0 (l,l)(t) aod wx
o

(l,l)(t)

defines a Hermitian mctric H on
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Let

H be the (1,1) form on $LxU'UL

associated to the Hermitian metrie H. Then the pullbaek of H to the submanifold

XtxYtC$LxU'UL

is equal to

Wy0 (I,l)(t)+wX
o

(l,I)(t)

where for notational simplicity we use

WYo(l,l)(t) and wXo(l,l)(t)

to denote their pullbaeks under the projeetions from XtxYt to X t and Yt respectively.

We want to eompute the volume of (r t
n

) with respect to

H on $LxU~L

and to show that it is bounded as t n -to so that we ean apply Bishop's Theorem to conclude

the convergence of the subvariety

r tu in $ Lx U 9J L as t n -to'

(*) Vol(rt)<C, where r t is the graph of the biholomorphic map 4>t for "tEU.

Proof of (*): It is easy to see that:

Vol(rt)= f 1\2n«4>t)*(wy0 (l,I))+wX/ I ,I))

Xt

Let

(1) f(t) d~f f 1\2n«4>t)*(wYo(t)+w
Xo

(t)))

Xt

We will prove that the following inequalities hold:

Vol(rt)$f(t)<C

First we will compute

1\ 2n(h t (2,O)+h t (I,I)+h t (2,O»

where

where

ht(I,l)=ImH and H is the Hermitian metrie on XtxYt
defined as ahove.
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Clearly 2

(2) /\ 2n (h t (2,O )+ht (l,l )+ht (2,O))='E (/\ kht (2,O)) /\( /\kht (2,O)) /\ (/\2n -2k ht (l,l))

15 k=l

From the following Lemma:

LEMMA. Ir TJ is a primitive form of type (p,q), then

r; p-q (p+q)(p+q+1)
*TJ h-l) (-1) 2 L2n-p-q

(2n-p-q)

where * ia the Hodge star operator. See [3].

we get that

(3) *( /\ k ht (2,O))=( /\ k h t (2,O)) /\( /\ 20 -2k ht (l,l))

where * is the Hodge star operator with respect to

ImH=h t (l,l)

From (1), (2) and (3) we get

(4)

From (4) we get that

(5)

f(t) d~f J/\2n«4J t )*(wYo(t)+wX
o

(t)))=

Xt

2n
= E 11/\ k h t (2,O)11 2+Vol(rt) > 0
k=l

Vol(rt)<f(t)

From the definition of f( t) it follows that since

(4J )*=id

f(t) ia a continuous function on U and so it ia bounded. From (5) we obtain that
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So (*) is proved.

Q.E.D.

For a subvariety Z of pure codimension in a complex manifold X, we denote by [Z] the

current on X defined by Z. Now we invoke Bishop's Theorem (See [2]) and conclude that the

current [r t ] converges weakly to a current on X t xYt of the form
n 0 0

where m. is a positive integer and r i is an irreducible subvariety of complex dimension 2n on
1

XtoxYto ·

So Minilemma 4.3.3.1.a. is proved.

Q.E.D.

Tbe end of the proof of 4.3.3.l.

For any closed 4n-current e on XtxYt' define a linear map

8*:H*(Xt ,C)-+H*(Yt,C)

of cohomology rings as folIows. A cohomology class defined by a closed p-form a on Xt is

mapped by 8* to the cohomology class defined by the closed p-current

(p r2)*(8t\(pr1 )*a) Oll Y t

where pr} and pr2 are respectively the projections of XtxYt onto the first and the second

factors and (prd* and (pr2)* mean respectively the corresponding pushforward and pullback

maps. Hy reversing the rules of X t and Y t' we define analogously a linear map

8* :H*(Yt ,e) -+ H*(X t ,e)
The map [rt

n
]* defined by the 4n-current

[rt ] in X t xY tn n n

clearly agrees with the map from H*(X,C) to H*(X:,C) defined by

<Pt :Xt -+ Y t .
n n n

Since <Pt defines the identity map on n2(X,Z), by passing to limit along the sequence {tn} we

conclucle that)
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is the identity map on AH 2 (X,Z)(exterior algebra of H2(X,Z))

Let

wo(2n,0)= 1\ n Wx (2,0)
t

be the non-zero holomorphic 2n form, ~hich has no zeroes on Xto ' Since

is the identity map on ATI n2 (X,C) it follows that the 2n-current

k .
(pr2)*(L mi[r1]A(prl)*wo(2n,0))

i=1

on Y t (which is automatically a holomorphic 2n-form on Y t ) can not be zero. Hence there
o . 0 .

inust be Borne rJ which is projected both onto Xto and Yt
o

' There can only be one such rJ
and moreover, m.=1 and its projections onto X t and onto Y t are both of degree one,

J 0 0

because both

must leave fixed the class in HO(X,C) which is defined by the funetion on X with constant

values. So pi defines abirational morphism

tPto :Xto --+ Y t o
since

picxtoXYto
and the projection on both factors has degree 1. On the other hand since

n!Lmoo tPtn=tPto
and the fact that

we obtain that

So since

where
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are the line bundles that eorresponds to the dass L in both Xt and Yt .
o 0

So Sublemma 4.3.3.1. is proved.

Q.E.D.

In order to finish the proof of Proposition 4.3.3. we need to show that

(4.3.3.2.) LEMMA.

ia c10sed in the topology indueed by the family

1f:~ -4!ID
(L;"'t'l'··''''t'b2 )

Proof of (4.3.3.2.):

We will eonsider two eases.

First ease.

First notiee that if

and

are two ramilies of marked polarized Hypcr-Kählerian manifolds then they are isomorphie, Le.

there exists an isomorphism .between those two families whieh preserve the marking and the

polarization. This followB from the universal properties of the family eonstructed in #3

Indeed let oEU and X o and Y 0 are the fibers in

$U-4 U & 'lJU-l- U

and they are isomorphie as marked polarized Hypcr-Kählerian manifolds. Let

l/Jo:Xo -I- Y0

be an isomorphism that preserve the marking and the polarization dass. Sinee the polarization

dass
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defines a line bundles

on both families

$u-U & 9JU - U

and those two line bundles

UU

{LU}1,2

gives the em beddings:

$UCPNxU & 'YUCPNxU

! ! ! !
u - u

Since 4>0 preserve the line bundles defined by the dass L, then it follows that we may suppose

that <Po is induced by

gePGL(N).

This ia so since we may suppose that

gives embeddings of X o and Y 0 in one and the same pN.

Remember that we may suppose that both families are mapped to the universal family

g)-Hilb N
X/P

Le. they are obtained from two different imbeddings

i1:U CHilb N and i2 :U CHilb N
X/P X/P

where i1(U) and i2(U) are transversal to the orbits of the action

PGL(N) on Hilb N
X/p

From here we get that there exists a holomorphic map

g:U-PGD...(N)

such that ginduces an isomorphisl11 between the marked polarized Hypcr-Kählerian manifolds

$U-U & CUU-U

SO the First case of 4.3.3. is proved.

Q.E.D.
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Second ease.

Let

$u~ U alld CiJ u -+ U

be two families such that

and both are subfamilies of

~-+!ifi
(L;'Yl""'Yb

2
)

then we must show that they are isomorphie.

Let

and let

be the restrictions of

Notice that

g; -+ UO and CU -+ UO

are two isomorphie marked polarizcd families of Hyper-Kählerian manifolds, Le. there exists

gO:Uo -+PGL(N)

l?uch that ginduces the isomorphism between those two families. This is so since we may

suppose that

! ! ! !

From the cOllstruction of the partial compaetifica.tion

~-+fiR
(L; l'1.··. 'Yb

2
)

it follows that
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! !

u == u
!
U

!
U

Let me just remind You that both families $---+ U and CU ---+ U are obtained in the foBowing

way: Let

cj; ---+ U and t\1 ---+ U

be two families of marked Hyper-Kählcrian manifolds and all its fibres are nonsingular and in

each fibre L is a dass of type (1,1). We proved that on cj; and t\1 there exist line bundles (LI)

and (1. 2 ) Buch that

a) cl(i1lx )=L and cl(1. 1Iy )=L far aB tEU
t t

b) The line bundles (1. 1) and (12) give a holomorphic maps

! 1 1 1
U - U U - U

such that for each tEU O X t and Yt are embedded in pN and for tEU\Uo the

restriction of those two bundles on Xt and Yt gives a holomorphic birational maps.

Applying 4.3.3.1. to the this situation we obtail1 that

gO:Uo ---+P6L(N)

can be prolonged to

g:U ---+P6L(N)

Indeed let {tu} be a sequence of points in UO such that

lim tn=toEU\UO

11---+ 00

then

where go ie abirational map between

Xto ---+ Y t
o

such that
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From here it is easy to obtain directly that go induces an isomorphism between

X to and "to
i.e.

goEP6l(N)

This is so since both X to and Y t
o

are submanifolds in pN and ~ preserve the standart line

bundle 0 N(l). So from here we obtain that the holomorphic map
p

gO:Uo -..PGL.(N)

can be prolonged to a map

g:U -..P6L(N)

and so ginduces an isomorphism between

$CpNxU and CU C/pNxU

! 1
u - u

This proves 4.3.3.

1
U

1
U

Q.E.D.

LEMMA 4.4. The period map P:!ID(L' ) -..f2(L) is a proper map.
11'l,oo,1'b

2

PROOF: The proof is based on the following criteria due to Grothendieck. (See [SGA]):

(*) Suppose that

f:X-..Y

is a holomorphic map between two complex manifolds. Let

D={tECI ltl <I} and D*=D\{O}

Then the map f will be a proper one if for each holomorphic map g:D-.. Y there exists a

holomorphic map

h*:D*-..X

such that the following diagram is commutative aue:

D*C D

h*! 19
xLv

and h* can be prolonged to a map h:D -..X such that the following diagramm is a commutative

one
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x-Lv

h 1 19
D=D

"vVe need to provc that if

I/J:D-O(L)

is any holomorphic map such that the followiug diagram is commutative:

D* C D

~*! 1I/J

IDl !. O(L)
(L;ll.··.lb

2
)

Then t/J* can be prolonged to a map

~:D - IDl (Lill , .. ,lb
2

)

such that thc following diagram is comm utative oue:

D D

(Without loss of generality we may suppose that DcO(L))

Since wc have a family

i-IDl
(Ljll,··,lb )

2

the map ~* will induce a family

~*:$*-D*

On thc other hand the period map

p*:D* -O(L)

can be prolonged to a map

p:D-O(L)

iff the monodromy of the family

~*:$*-D*

is the trivial Olle. (See [4].) So ~*:$*-D* has a. trivial monodromy. From THEOREM 1 we

deduce that the family t/J*:$*-D*can he embedded into a family t/J:$-D, where aB fihres are
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nonsingular Hyper-Kählerian manifolds. From 4.3.1. it follows that there exists a map

such that

a) tPt is an embedding, where <Pt is the restrietion of <PL to $* -+ D* , i.e we have

tPt:$*cPNxD*
! !
D* == D*

b) <PL 1X
o

:Xo -+ PN is a holomorphic and birational map. From t he universal properties of

~-+IDl( )
Lil'l""l'b2

and the way we constructed

~-+IDi
(Lil'l''''l'b

2
)

we obtain the map

with the desired properties, Le. 1/J is a map such that tbe following diagram is commutative:

D D

This proves that the map p ia a proper map.

Q.E.D.

The end of the proof of THEOREM 3.

Since

O(L)::SO(2,b2 -3)jSO(2)xSO(b:;z -3)

ia a bounded domain and so it is simply connected. On the other hand
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ia a proper aurjective and etale map between complex anal:rtic manifolds, so p ia an

isomorphism on any of the components of the moduli space of marked polarized Hyper

Kählerian manifolda.

Q.E.D.
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APENDTX.

DEFINITION. Suppose that X is a compact eomplex manifold such that:

1) On X there exists a closed holomorphic two form wX(2,0) such that at each point

xEX wX(2,0) is a non-degenerate skew symmetrie matrix, i.e. everywhere wX(2,0) has a

maximal rank equal to 2n=dimCX.

2) dimCH2(X,OX)=1

3) dimCX~4

then X will be called a holomorphie symplcctic manifold.

TEOREM. Let X be a holomorphie symplectie manifold, then X admits areal closed two form

2,0+ 1,1+ 0,2w=w w w

such that

)
2,0 8 1,0 0,2:-r:<5a 1,

a w = a ,w = a

b) 1,1. .. d fi . I' X
W JS positive e Jlllte at eac I pOlnt xE .

PROOF:

The proof is based on the following Theorem of Harvey and Lawson:

TEOREM. (See [5}.) Suppose that X is a eompact complex manifold, then X admits areal

closed two form
2,0+ 1,1+ 0,2w=w w w

such that

b) w
1

,1 is positive definite at each point xEX

if and only if X does not support a non-trivial, d-closed eurrent whieh is the bidimension (1,1)

component of a boundary.

We need to check that if X is a holamorphie symplectic manifold then X satisfies the
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conditions of the Theorem of R. Harvey and B. Lawson Jr.

Let

be an exact real (1,1) positive current on X. Since on X we have a closed holomorphic form

wX(2,0) which ia non-degenerate at each point xEX we get immediately from J.l an exact (2n

1,20-1) current fJ in the following way:

TJ=JJ.L« An -lwX(2,0)) A« An -1Wx (2,0))

Definition of Wx (2,0).

Since wX(2,0) is a non-degenerate closed holomorphic form, we cao repeat the

arguments of Darboux Lemma (See [1].) and we will get a IDeal coordinate system

( In 2n)z ,... ,z ,... ,z

such that locally

then

Let

Clearly

~ i i+nWx (2,0)= L..J dz I\dz
i=1

n
* ('> 0).-'"' ß 1\ 8wX ... , .-L..J -. ---:-+

i=1 ßZI ßZI n

TJ=dj*

0:=1].L( 1\ n( Wx (2,0)) 1\ (1\ n(wX (0,2))=

d(j* .L(/\ n(wX(2,0))1\( An(wX (0,2))))=dj

where 0: is areal two form of type (1,1) with distribution coefficients and j is also areal one

form. "Ve can write

j=ß+ß
where ß is a (I,O)-form on X. Since a ia of type (1,1) it followa that

0:=8 ß+8ß and 871=0
So from

813=0
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it follows that

Proposition 1. If X is a holomorphic symplectic manifold, then

H1(X,OX)=0

Proof:

Case 1.

Let H1(X,OX)=Ca, where a is a form of type (0,1) and

80'=0

Consider the map:

1/;: IX- IX 1\ (1\ n-l wX (2,0) 1\( 1\ n wX (2,0))

Since Wx (2,0) is a non degenerate holomorphic two form it follows that t/J gives an

isomorphism between

H1(X,OX) and H2n-l(X,n2n)

From Serre's duality We know that the pairing

H1(X,OX) x H2n-1(X,02n)_C

given by

(a,ß)-Jo:l\ß

X

is a non-degcnerate. On the other hand IX generates H1(X,OX) and

Since

Q' 1\ Q' 1\( 1\ n-l Wx (2,0) 1\( 1\ nWx (2,0)) )=0

we get a contradiction with Serrc's duality. So if X is a symplcctic holomorphic manifold we

have two possibilities in case of dimCX2:4j either

H1(X,OX)=0 or dimCHl(X,OX)~2.
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Case 2.

Sublemma. Suppose X is a holomorphic symplectic manifold and dimCX~4. Let

0', ßEH1(X,OX)

then

where Jl is a (0,1) form.

Proof: Clearly

Since

it follows that

0' I\ß=cwX (2,0) +8Jl

So we need to prove that c=o. Clearly we have

From

it follows that

J0: I\ß 1\0' I\ß 1\( /\ n-2 wX (2,0) /\ (/\ n wX (2,0))=

X

c2J(/\ n wX (2,0»/\(/\ n WX (2,O))+cJ8 Jl/\(/\ n-l wX (2,0»1\(/\ nWX (2,0)+

X X

J75 Jl/\8 Jl /\( 1\ n-2 wX (2,0» /\( /\ n wX (2,0))=0

X

From

8 (Jl1\8 Jll\( /\ n-2wX (2,0)) 1\( 1\ llWX (2,0))=

d(Jl /\8 Jl/\ (1\ n-2Wx (2,0)) 1\( 1\ nWx (2,0)
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and Stake's Theorem we get that

J8 J-JA(A n-l wx(2,0))A( An wX (2,0))=0

X

So

J8 J-J/\8 J-J/\( /\ n-2 wX (2,0)) /\( /\ n wX (2,0))=0

X

c2J(A n Wx (2,0»A (A n wX (2,0))=0

X

From the fact that Wx (2,0) is a non-degenerate form it follows that

J(AnWX(2,0))A(AnwX(2,0))>0

X

So from

c2J(AnwX(2,0»A(AnwX(2,0»=0~c=0
X

Q.E.D.

We know already that every element of H2n-l(X,n2U) cau be expressed aB

By Serre's duality the pairing

(n,ß A« An-l wX (2,0)) A( An Wx (2,0))=J0: Aß A« An-l wX (2,0)) A( An wX (2,0))

is a non-degenerate belinear map. On the other~and since

o:Aß=8J-J

we get that

0: Aß A((/\ n-l wX (2,0)) A( An wX (2,0))=

d(J-J A« An-l wX (2,0)) A(A n Wx (2,0))

From Stoke's Theorem we get

J0' Aß A« An-l wX(2,0))/\( An wx(2,0))=

X
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Jd(Il A«An-l wX (2,0» A( An wX (2,0»=0

X

So this is a eontradiction to Serre's duality. This proves that H 1(X,OX)=0.

Q.E.D.

Proposition 2. Suppose that fJ is a positive (1,1) eurrent and fJ=dj*, then 7]=0.

Proof: Let

fJ=dj*

Clearly

d(j* .L( An(Wx (2,0)) A( An(Wx (0,2»»=dj

where 0' is areal two form of type (1,1) with distribution coefficients aod j is also areal one

form. We ean write

j=ß+ß
where ß ia a (l,O)-form on X. Sinee 0' is of type (1,1) it follows that

0'=8 ß+8ß aod 873=0

So from

8{3=0

it follows that

ßEH 1 (X,OX)=O=> 71=8 (T

where (T is a (0,0) eurrent on X. Hence

a=NtiaT, where T=0("i1-0')

The positivity of the (1,1) current on X implies tbat T ia a pluriaubharmonic function on

X. By the compactnesB of X and the maximum principle we get

T=COllSt

So

a=aaconst=O

So 7]=0

Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.

Suppose that 7] is a positive (1,1) current and fJ=(da)(l,l)(Le. 7] ia a (1,1) component of a

boundary), then 7]=0.
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Proof: The existence of the closed holomorphic two form Wx (2,0) which is a non-degenerate

form on X shows that we may consider 1] as a form of type (1,1) on X. 5ince
- 10 - 10 - 10

d1]=O and 1]=80' ' +80'~880' ' =-880: ' =0

and the regularity of the {j operator we get that 80:
1

,0 ia a holomorphic form on X. It is

easy to see that if 80:1,0 #0, indeed -

J80'1,01\80'1,0 1\(l\n-l(wX(2,0))1\(l\n-1(wX(0,2))>0

X

On the other hand we have

d(O'l,O 1\80'1,0 A(l\n-1(wX(2,0))A(A n-1(WX(0,2))=

80:1,0 1\80:1,0 1\( 1\ n-1(Wx (2,0)) 1\( 1\ n-l(Wx (0,2))

From Stoke's Theorem it follows that

0< J80:
1

,0 Aß:Di 1\(l\n-1(wX(2,0))1\(l\n-1(wX(0,2))=

X

Jd(O'l,O 1\80'1,0 A(l\n-1(wX(2,0))1\(l\n-l(wX(0,2))=0

X

So we get a contradiction with 80'#0. So 80'=0.

Q.E.D.

We know that 80:
1

,°=0 and so

1]=dO'

From Proposition 3 we obtaiIl that

1]=0

So the canditions of Thc Theorem of Harvey and LaWSOD are fulfilled far holomorphic

symplectic manifolds.

Q.E.D.

Cor. The form w dcfined in thc THEOREM defines a non-zero class of cohomology [wJ 'in

H2(X,R).
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Proof: From the computations on page 23 formula (4) it follows that

JA
2n(W)=t IIA k wII2 +Vol(X)

X k=l

where the Vol(X) is defined with respect to the metric wl,l. On the other hand if

w=dJJ

then from Stoke's Theorem it follows that

J(w)A(A 2n-l (w))=J(dtl)A(A 2n- l (w)))=O

X X

So [w]#O in H2 (X,R).

Q.E.D.
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